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Abstract – Historical fencers favouring the toes-first landing when lunging, 

what I am calling the “demi-pointe” lunge, cite not only period works on 

fencing (covered in Part 1), but a number of other period sources, 

especially those on deportment and dance. Examination of these sources, 

however, indicate that while they shared the same concern for conducting 

oneself well, with the grace and poise we see in some fencing treatises or 

in equitation, they do not employ the same methods of movement. The 

similarities are superficial and confined in most cases to displays of respect 

between peers.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Proponents of the demi-pointe lunge argue that there was an intimate 
connection between fencing, the demands of public oratory, and dancing. 
In part, this is true. Elite members of society (and those who wished to 
become such elites) had a general concern for deportment, manners, and 
expressing oneself with grace in all things.2 We see this in the various works 
connected to these subjects as well as in those for equitation. The concern 

                                                           
1 John McArthur, The Army and Navy Gentleman's Companion, 17801. He writes "Your left arm, 

upon every longe, is stretched down by the flank, at the distance of  two or three inches, and 

always raised as you recover upon guard, by way of  grace and balance to your movements." Many 

still the lunge in such a way, though we tend to focus more on the importance of  the arm in 

balance in the lunge and recovery out of  it than how it may be graceful. 

2 Anne Cottis, “The Education to be Derived from Dancing in the Eighteenth Century,” Historical 
Dance 2: 3 (1983), 13-19 (16). See also Part 1 of this study, “High Heels & Hokum? The Demi-
Pointe Lunge Examined, Part 1: The Evidence from Smallsword Treatises.” 
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for etiquette and conformity with class mores permeated life and appears in 
much of the literature of the time, from Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa 
(1747/1748) to the novels of Jane Austen. Portraiture too reveals this 
concern for stance and decorum.3  
 

 
 

Nicolas de Largillière, Louis XIV and His, oil painting, 1711; Wallace 
Collection, London; Wikimedia commons 

 
Acknowledgement of the role of fencing instruction in all this is a valuable 
insight into the context in which many fencers learned the Art and how 
they viewed their roles in society. After all, the connection between 
politeness and poise, signs of a “superior” individual, are impossible to 

                                                           
3 For reasons of  space I did not include period portraiture. In a talk on this topic I delivered 

online, 7 April 2021, for my friend Professor Patrick Bratton, Sala della Spada, Carlisle, 

Pennsylvania, USA, I briefly explored a few examples. A transcript of  this is available on my 

website. Hereafter, Transcript H&H 7 April 2021. 
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separate from the concept of honor over which so many swordsmen found 
themselves in need of their hard-earned skills.  
 
It is fair to say that the pursuit of regal stance, elegant walk, and of agility 
in the ballroom or saddle might lend a fencer grace in physical expression; 
fencing no doubt did its part in reverse. Together these artistic pursuits 
created not only a sense of class identity, but also cemented it by setting 
one apart from those who did not have such training. This said, shared 
concern for grace and poise do not mean that each genteel endeavor 
informed or satisfied the requirements of movement in another. An 
examination of representative texts concerned with deportment reveals 
that while each in its way was concerned with imparting a degree of grace, 
that the purposes of each required different movement from that 
fundamental to fencing. Where there is overlap, and there was, it is in 
stationary positions such as the bow, the salute in fencing, and the reverence 
in dance. These similarities, however striking, must be compared against 
the numerous instances where oratory, dance, and fencing differ. 
 
MANNERS, BREEDING, AND CLASS 
The connection between behavior and what we call “class” today is well-
established. One of the standout works for this period is Molière’s “Le 
bourgeois gentilhomme” (1670).4 This ballet explores the efforts of 
Monsieur Jordain, son of a successful cloth merchant, as he seeks to 
improve his position in society. The small army of masters—dance, music, 
fencing, and philosophy—are only too happy to suffer his ego if it means 
income. Like many comedies, this ballet examines its subject on numerous 
levels, from the juxtaposition of the title (in France at the time one could 
not be a gentleman and middle-class: they were mutually exclusive) to the 
advantage the masters take in their upwardly mobile charge, which 
illuminates their dependence on the well-to-do. Then there is Monsieur 
Jordain himself, a caricature of the social climber, who seeks to cultivate 
the qualities so commonly associated with the First Estate. His instructors 
he has hired so that he may acquire, he hopes, those pursuits and behaviors 
that he ascribes to the nobility. Part of the joke is that, not having been 
born into a society of manners, he cannot acquire them. This was an age 

                                                           
4 In English, cf. “The Middle Class Gentleman,” https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2992/2992-

h/2992-h.htm 
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in which birth and manners went hand in hand, and yet it did not stop 
people trying. 
 
The concern for raising well-rounded, dignified, and capable children was 
a topic of the moment. Jonathan Swift, for example, penned several pieces 
that highlight the importance of manners and, as he saw it, some of the 
problems around manners without sense. In “A Treatise on Good 
Manners and Breeding,” Swift is explicit as to the importance of good 
sense: 
 

Therefore I insist that good sense is the principal foundation of 
good manners; but, because the former is a gift which very few 
among mankind are possessed of, therefore all the civilized 
nations of the world have agreed upon fixing some rules upon 
common behaviour, best suited to their general custom or 
fancies, as a kind of artificial good sense, to supply the defects of 
reason. 

 
The example Swift provides is instructive with regard to fencing. He goes 
on to say that without this artificial sense that the  
 

gentlemanly part of dunces would be perpetually at cuffs, as they 
seldom fail when they happen to be drunk, or engaged in 
squabbles about women or play. And, God be thanked, there 
hardly happens a duel in a year, which may not be imputed to one 
of these three motives. 

 
In Swift’s views, men of sense can find polite ways to avoid such trouble, 
so no new laws against dueling are necessary. It would be easier to allow 
the “bullies, sharpers, and rakes, to rid the world of each other by a method 
of their own, where the law has not been able to find an expedient.”5  
 
In a second work, “An Essay on Modern Education,” which Swift wrote 
sometime in the 1720s, he continued this theme of manners as he lamented 
what he saw as the decline in education among the nobility, and thus, 

                                                           
5 Jonathan Swift, “A Treatise on Good Manners and Good Breeding,” in The Works of Jonathan 
Swift, ed. Walter Scott, Bart., 2nd Ed. (Edinburgh, SCT: James Ballantyne and Co., 1758) 244-255; 
245. 
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among those whom he felt should be governing. For Swift, between the 
horrors unleashed by Cromwell and the excesses he believed attended the 
Restoration court, two outcomes led to a loss in British intellectual life. 
First, an influx of commoners into positions of leadership meant that men 
with less schooling, and for whom education had traditionally been less 
complete, managed the kingdom. This meant the influence of men of 
letters diminished. Second, the noble families who survived the era of the 
parliamentarians had “minors” participating in state affairs post rebellion 
and during the Restoration; these men were younger, and “either received 
too much tincture of bad principles from those fanatic times, or, coming 
to age at the Restoration, fell into the vices of that dissolute reign.” 
 
Of pertinence here is Swift’s estimation of what proper, classical education 
does and does not entail, a collection of studies that despite his lament 
survived him into the early 20th century. He writes: 
 

The current opinion prevails, that the study of Greek and Latin is 
a loss of time; that public schools, by mingling the sons of 
noblemen with those of the vulgar, engage the former in bad 
company; that whipping breaks the spirits of lads well born; that 
universities make young men pedants; that to dance, fence, speak 
French, and know how to behave yourself among great persons 
of both sexes, comprehends the whole duty of a gentleman. 

 
Significantly, Swift blames the influence of the military in British culture. 
The timbre of his tirade suggests less that the particular skills valued by the 
military are to blame as are the excessive insistence upon them and the 
denigration of other branches of education. These swaggering veterans, 
the author continues 
 

who during the last war returned from Flanders at the close of 
each campaign, became the dictators of behaviour, dress, and 
politeness, to all those youngsters, who frequent chocolate-
coffee-gaminghouess, drawing rooms, operas, levees, and 
assemblies: where a colonel, by his pay, perquisites, and plunder, 
was qualified to outshine many peers of the realm; and by the 
influence of an exotic habit and demeanour, added to other 
foreign accomplishments, gave the law to the whole town, and 
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was copied as the standard pattern of whatever was refined in 
dress, equipage, conversation, or diversions.6 
 

As an opponent of the duel Swift’s bias against things military may follow 
somewhat logically, but his chagrin appears to center more around the 
banality of a cult of manners devoid of values. Without a firm foundation, 
all such niceties, he suggests, are empty, but more than that destructive to 
society. Thus, knowing how to curtsy or bow, to dance well, to make small 
talk in drawing rooms, and fence with some aplomb are fine in and of 
themselves, but without more meaningful values underpinning them these 
courtesies and graceful pursuits are trappings only. Regardless of how he 
felt, Swift situates both fencing and dance, to name two of our subjects, 
within the context of polite society. Indeed, he takes them for granted as 
natural to that society. 
 

It is worth noting that Swift was not alone in this concern. We similar 
concerns in several of Jane Austen’s works. For example, in Persuasion 
(1817) Mr. Elliot, cousin to Anne, responds to her definition of good 
company requiring “clever, well-informed people” with “You are 
mistaken… that is not good company; that is the best. Good company 
only requires birth, education, and manners, and with regard to education 
is not very nice.” 7 Within the same work, Lady Russell, an elder advisor 
to Anne, more than once displays disdain for those whom she believes 
lack sufficient manners—we see this in Chapter 13 with regard to 
Admiral Croft and in Chapter 24 with respect to Captain Wentworth. 
Moreover, the same discomfort with the military Swift expressed we see 
in Sir Walter Elliot, Anne’s father, in discussion with Mr. Shepherd, his 
lawyer, as they debate considering a navy man as tenant: 
 

Yes; it is in two points offensive to me; I have two strong grounds 
of objection to it. First, as being the means of bringing persons of 
obscure birth into undue distinction, and raising men to honours 
which their fathers and grandfathers never dreamt of; and 
secondly, as it cuts up a man’s youth and vigour most horribly; a 

                                                           
6 Jonathan Swift, “An Essay on Modern Education,” he Works of Jonathan Swift, ed. Walter Scott, 
Bart., 2nd Ed. (Edinburgh, SCT: James Ballantyne and Co., c. 1720s) 160-170, 162-164; 167. 
7 Jane Austen’s Persuasion (1817); Ch. 16, https://www.gutenberg.org/files/105/105-h/105-h.htm. 
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sailor grows old sooner than any other man. I have observed it all 
my life. A man is in greater danger in the navy of being insulted by 
the rise of one whose father, his father might have disdained to 
speak to, and of becoming prematurely an object of disgust 
himself, than in any other line.8  

 
Sir Walter, a baronet, is the perfect example of the great concern among 
the minor nobility for maintaining what was often a tenuous status—
despite how briefly the family had enjoyed ennoblement, and because of 
that brevity, Sir Walter is at pains to present himself and his house as if it 
were ancient. The fact that his lavish lifestyle has forced him to retrench 
and economize further spotlights how easily one might lose position.  
 
Austen uses pointed examples, such as the fact that Sir Walter reads only 
the Baronetage and that the book was always open to his own family’s 
history, to fill out the situation the Elliots face while at the same time 
revealing the depth of their misplaced snobbery.9 Mary, Anne’s younger 
sister who married a successful farmer, perhaps exemplifies this 
snootiness most. Not only does she insist her in-laws recognize her 
status, but like M’sieur Jordain affects the airs she believes belong to 
those of her birth. For example, upon spying her cousin, the heir to Sir 
Walter’s estate, she remarks 
 

“There! you see!” cried Mary in an ecstasy, “just as I said! Heir to 
Sir Walter Elliot! I was sure that would come out, if it was so. 
Depend upon it, that is a circumstance which his servants take 
care to publish, wherever he goes. But, Anne, only conceive how 
extraordinary! I wish I had looked at him more. I wish we had 
been aware in time, who it was, that he might have been 
introduced to us. What a pity that we should not have been 
introduced to each other! Do you think he had the Elliot 
countenance? I hardly looked at him, I was looking at the horses; 
but I think he had something of the Elliot countenance, I wonder 
the arms did not strike me! Oh! the great-coat was hanging over 
the panel, and hid the arms, so it did; otherwise, I am sure, I 

                                                           
8 Ibid, Ch. 3. 

9 Ibid. Ch. 1. 
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should have observed them, and the livery too; if the servant had 
not been in mourning, one should have known him by the 
livery.”10 

 
Mary’s references to the family’s arms and livery, her insistence that her 
cousin has “the Elliot countenance” (as if generation upon generation 
had sported the same features), and casual remark that she barely noticed 
this because she was more interested in the horses, all recall the hallmarks 
of snobbery that a later English author, William Makepeace Thackery, so 
poked fun at in his The Book of Snobs. First published in 1848, this 
enjoyable book took up the subject of snobbery, and, in several chapters 
mocked the same social strata that Austen did.11 Attention to the role 
family, connections, and vanity played in polite society long remained a 
literary genre within English letters. Arguably, P.G. Wodehouse perhaps 
represents one of the later exemplars for this brand of social 
commentary.12 
 
Works on fencing, like those on deportment, dance, oratory, and 
equitation, reveal the depth of concern for appearance, grace, and by 
extension reputation. As I hope to demonstrate, however, though each of 
these branches of the “refined” arts share a concern for decorum, the 
demands of each are not the same. 

DEPORTMENT 

That a gentleman was expected to be composed, exhibit proper decorum, 
and be aware of the social mores that guided elite society is clear from the 
works meant to educate one in manners. In most aspects of life, men or 
women of high station were expected to navigate society with behavior 
that denoted at once membership in that society and their worthiness to 
remain in it.  
 
                                                           
10 Ibid., Ch. 12. 

11 William Makepeace Thackery, The Book of  Snobs, https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2686/2686-

h/2686-h.htm 

12 Wodehouse produced a great number of  stories, plays, and articles. His characters Jeeves, a valet, 

and Bertie Wooster, first appeared in 1915 and highlight the twilight of  the English aristocracy 

between the wars. 
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“Walking and Saluting Passing By.” Francis Nivelon, The Rudiments of 
Genteel Behavior, 1737, Google Books. This item is in the public domain. 

 
Francis Nivelon, to name one example, in a short work entitled The 
Rudiments of Genteel Behavior (1737), describes how to stand, bow or curtsy, 
as well as key positions for dance. In walking, one should ensure that the 
step 
 

be in Proportion to the Height, the Leg that moves foremost 
must come to the Ground with a strait knee, and the Body will 
insensibly move to that and leave the other Leg light and free to 
pass forward in like Manner, at which Time, looking with decent 
Humility, and a submissive Air, the Courtsie in passing by may be 
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properly made by joining the backward Foot to that which is 
foremost, and sinking and rising gradually, then Walk as before.13 

   
Nivelon goes on to explain that unless one can walk in this fashion that 
any other “genteel Action or Exercise” will fail. One’s deportment, how 
one stands and walks, required practice to be natural; proper poise was a 
way to announce, at first glance, that one had proper breeding. The earlier 
one started this education, the better. Works such as this were valuable to 
social climbers, not all of whom received instruction in manners from 
childhood. The existence of a market for such books highlights just how 
closely the cult of manners connected to elite society as well as how would-
be elites saw proper behavior as a way into that society. 

ORATORY & COMPORTMENT 

It will surprise no one that experts in other branches of the refined arts felt 
equally sure that their tuition was important, even transformative. Looking 
to another source, one on oratory that promoters of the demi-pointe lunge 
cite, we see this vividly. The Reverend Gilbert Austin in his Chironomia 
covers all aspects of oratory, from how to stand and walk to how to use 
the hands in expressing oneself so to reach those more distant in an 
audience. In chapter 11, “Of the Position of the Feet and Lower Limbs,” 
Austin makes a distinction between brutes and those who have ingested 
the culture of grace: 
 

As the object of the orator is to persuade, and as prejudice 
against his person or manners may greatly impede him, and may 
be easily conceived by the fastidious or light minded, whom it is 
often important to influence and gain over; he must recommend 
himself by every attention to his external deportment, which may 
be deemed correct and proper; and guard against every species of 
inelegance that may prove disadvantageous. He must therefore, 
even in his position as he stands, prefer manly dignity and grace, 
to awkward rusticity, or rude strength. Rude strength may suit 
him who wishes to terrify or insult; but his is rarely the purpose 

                                                           
13 Francis Nivelon, The Rudiments of Genteel Behavior, London: 1737, figures 3 and 4, “Walking” and 
“Dancing” respectively. 
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of a public speaker. Grace and decorum win favour; and this is 
the general object. 

 
This theme continues with how one should stand:  
 

The body must be supported, if grace be consulted, on either 
limb, like the Apollo, the Antinous, or other beautiful and well 
executed statues. The foot, which at any instant sustains the 
principle weight, must be so placed, that a perpendicular line let 
fall from the hole of the neck shall pass through the heel of that 
foot. Of course the center of gravity of the body is for that time 
in that line, whilst the other foot assists merely for the purpose of 
keeping the body balanced in this position, and of preventing it 
from tottering. 

 
Austin situated himself in re his audience, young aristocrats in Ireland and 
England looking forward to political careers, as an ancient rhetor adding 
polish to their cultural training in aesthetics and deportment. The only 
mention of swords are in reference to the Roman satirist Lucian (fl. 150 
CE), writing about Demosthenes, and in reference to a trend of using the 
left hand in holding props, something he links in one section to tasteless 
choices in low comedy.14 
 
The general interest in cultivating gentility was of similar concern to 
fencing masters. Olivier, to cite one example, is effusive in his belief that 
fencing can help shape a man into a gentleman. He writes 
 

It is the cultivation of this art that unfetters the Body, strengthens 
it, and makes it upright; it is it, that gives a becoming gait, and 
easy carriage, activity and agility, grace and dignity; it is it that 
opportunely awes petulance, softens and polishes savageness and 
rudeness; and animates a proper confidence; it is it which, in 
teaching us to conquer ourselves that we may be able to conquer 
others, imprints respect and gives true valour, good nature and 
politeness; in fine, which makes a man fit for society.15 

                                                           
14 Rev. Gilbert Austin, Chironomia, London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1806, 294-296; 152; 404; 
420. 
15 J. Olivier, Fencing Familiarized, London, UK: John Bell, 1771, Google Books, xliv-xlvi. 
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McArthur likewise sees the advantages that time foil in hand lends a man. 
For him,  
 

The just application of the Theory and Practice of this art, can 
never be viewed in a disadvantageous light by liberal minds. On 
the contrary, many advantages are derived from the proper 
cultivation thereof. For it not only inspires the possessor with 
confidence and animation, at the same time producing an easy 
and graceful manner; but, considered only as an exercise, it has 
the peculiar qualities over every other, of being conducive to the 
most agile motions, the most graceful attitudes, a bold and 
martial air, susceptibility of feeling, quickness of fight, and withal, 
is particularly conducive to the improvement of health and 
muscularity of body. The study of it, in a scientific manner, tends 
to constitute a powerful invention, a quick conception, a 
penetrating judgement, and lively imagination.16  

 
To these general concerns and florid encomia of fencing as pathway to 
poise, we can go one step further and see the ways in which the various 
polite arts did intersect more closely. 
 

                                                           
16 John McArthur, The Army and Navy Gentleman's Companion, 1780, ed. Philip T. Crawley. “Study,” 
The Smallsword Project <https://smallswordproject.com/historic-texts/> [last accessed 2 
September 2020], 3.  
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“Chironomia, Plate 1 of Positions.” Rev. Gilbert Austin, Chironomia, 1806, 
Google Books. This item is in the public domain. 

DANCE 

More than any other pursuit advocates of the demi-pointe lunge look to 
dance for support, and with good reason. Of related genteel pursuits dance 
has more connections with fencing than any other. One reason is that there 
were some masters involved in both pursuits, the standout example for the 
smallsword era perhaps being Domenico Angelo, but there were earlier 
masters too. Patri J. Pugliese pointed out two 16th century Milanese masters 
of both dancing and fencing, Giovanni Ambrosio Valchiera and Giovanni 
Battista Varade. This connection between fencing and dancing has long 
been recognized, and Pugliese is, within historical fencing, one of the 
earliest, most thorough scholars to frame the questions we are still 
exploring. 
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It is not easy to determine how many dual masters there were or how 
normal it was. It was certainly not uncommon.17 There are other examples, 
but for many, such as Mr. Waddy and Mr. Guerin, both connected to the 
theater and active in Norwich, England in the mid to late 18th century, we 
have too little information. Advertisements relate that Waddy was a 
dancing master teaching fencing in 1782, and Mr. Guerin, ca. 1760, but 
beyond that there is not much more we know.18 It is an open question, in 
some cases, whether these were accredited masters or simply experienced 
men who set themselves up as masters. Regardless of occupation, 
however, the fact that many masters might teach both does not mean that 
they used one system of movement, or, that there was extensive cross-
fertilization. 
 
Taking the evidence for applying movement in one endeavor to the other 
first, what do we know? Pugliese again provides a fantastic example. In 
discussing this very topic he wrote 
 

A straight forward example of this is a dance step in Feuillet’s 
contradance “le Pistolet” from his Recüeil de Contredances (Paris, 
1706). The step is described in an introductory section translated 
by John Essex as follows: “To walk one step forward and stamp 
the ground with the flat of the foot as in fencing.” Feuillet’s 
original description of the step reads: “Marcher un pas en avant 
et fraper le plat du pied a terre en le posant comme si on poussoit 
un estocade.” That is, one is not merely to walk forward a step as 

                                                           
17 Patri J. Pugliese, “Dancing and Fencing from the Renaissance,” On Common Ground 4: 
Reconstruction and Re-creation in Dance before 1850: Proceedings of the Fourth DHDS Conference, David 
Parsons, Ed., London, UK: Dolmetsch Historical Dance Society Conference, 2003, 5-28; 
especially 8; see also his “Parallels between Fencing and Dancing in Late Sixteenth Century 
Treatises,” in The Massachusetts Center for Renaissance Studies Newsletter (Autumn 2005), 1-9; Sydney 
Anglo, “The Barriers: From Combat to Dance (Almost),” Dance Research 25: 2 (Winter 2007), 91-
106, and, The Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe, 44; 89-90. See also Nic Butler, “Swords, Fencing, 
and Masculine Choreography in Early Charleston,” 8 April 2022, 
https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-time-machine/swords-fencing-and-masculine-choreography-
early-charleston, accessed 25 Jan 2023; Jennifer Thorp, “’Borrowed Grandeur and Affected 
Grace’: Perceptions of the Dancing-Master in Early Eighteenth-Century England,” in Music in Art 
36: 1-2 (2011): 9-27. 
18 See for example < https://www.norwichhistoricaldance.org.uk/history/dancing-masters/6-

dancing-masters-and-the-theatre-1-of-2> 

https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-time-machine/swords-fencing-and-masculine-choreography-early-charleston
https://www.ccpl.org/charleston-time-machine/swords-fencing-and-masculine-choreography-early-charleston
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in fencing, but rather one is to take a step forward as if one 
would make a thrust. The intended motion is clearly that of a 
fencing lunge, which is consistent with Feuillet’s symbol which 
indicates that the right foot is advanced and lands with a slap or 
stamp to the ground (indicated by the extra tick mark).19 

 
Feuillet and Essex are one of several examples he cites. He also mentions 
a dance in Thoinot Arbeau’s Orchesography (1589), the “Bouffons” (or 
“Mattachins”), a type of sword-dance with moves named for then-
common fencing terms (e.g. estocade [thrust], taille [cut], feicte [feint]). He 
goes on to mention a similarity between the fencing halls illustrated in the 
works on dance by Cesare Negri (d. ca. 1605) and Fabritio Caroso (fl. 1575) 
and the checkerboard floor upon which Achille Marozzo’s fencer in Figure 
19 stands.20 A fourth example and an important master in the period under 
study here is Domenico Angelo. Though he did not write a book on 
dancing, his article about fencing for Diderot’s L’Encyclopédie (Vol. 21, 
1765) includes figures Pugliese found closely paralleled in Pierre Rameau’s 
Le Maître a Danser (1725), particularly in the former’s salute and the latter’s 
reverence.21 
 

                                                           
19 NB: Essex refers to the foot landing flat. 

20 Transcript H&H 7 April 2021. 

21 Pugliese, “Dancing and Fencing,” 8-14. 
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“First Position of the Salute.” 
Angelo. The School of Fencing, 1787. 
Google Books. This image is in the 
public domain. 

“First Position of the Reverence.” Le 
Sieur Rameau, Le Maître a Danser, 
1755, Google Books. This item is 
in the public domain. 

 
To the evidence Pugliese cited we can add another, this time, a similarity 
between Kellom Tomlinson’s discussion of “third position” in dance, and 
John McArthur’s The Army and Navy Gentleman’s Companion. McArthur 
draws a direct comparison with dance in describing the initial position of 
the feet before taking guard; he writes 
 

Having hold of your sword or foil in this manner, and standing 
upon your first position, which is similar to what is called the 
third position in dancing; that is, your right foot before the left, 
with the heel advanced near the buckle, throw yourself upon the 
common guard of carte, by advancing your right foot about the 
distance of a measured foot and a half from the left, or at the 
distance of two lengths of your own foot from the heel of the 
other – the two heels should be in the same straight line.22 

 

                                                           
22 McArthur, The Army and Navy Gentleman's Companion, 1780, 7. 
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Tomlinson describes third position thus:  
 

Or, when the Heel of the right or left Foot is inclosed or placed, 
without Weight, before the Ancle of that Foot by which he Poise 
is supported, the Hands being put between the Folds or Flaps of 
the Coat, or Waiste-coat, if the Coat is unbuttoned, with a natural 
and easy Fall of the Arms from the Shoulders, this produced a 
very modest and agreeable Posture, named the Third Position 
inclosed.23 

 
Knowing his readers will likely be familiar with popular positions in dance, 
McArthur draws a parallel between the way a fencer stands before taking 
guard and one, specific position in dance. Both, in their own ways, are 
methods of standing before action commences. This said, McArthur leaves 
the parallel there and focuses on his topic: how to move in such a way that 
one stays alive and with luck dispatches an opponent. 
 
Tomlinson, in like fashion, uses the example of fencing to explain dance. 
In Chapter 21 of The Art of Dancing Explained he explains the chassee or 
driving step and the hop that is a part of it. It is different than others he 
has already covered, so he explains that  
 

much the same as when, in Fencing, we put ourselves in a Posture 
of Defence; but, this Posture being probably unknown to the 
Ladies, I shall endeavour to give an Explanation of it, which take 
as follows: The Posture of Defense most usually is to the right 
Hand, the whole Weight of the Body being upon the left Foot, 
and the right stepped out sideways to the same Side of the Room, 
about the Length of a Step, as in Walking; the full Part of the 
Heel first comes to the Ground, but afterwards the Foot is flat, 
only free from Weight, both the knees being bent (u); from which 
Position or Posture the Hop before treated of is taken, as well as 
the Chassee we are now about to describe, or from whence the 
Longe or Pass is made in Fencing (64-65). 
 

                                                           
23 Kellom Tomlinson, The Art of Dancing Explained by Reading and Figures, London: Published by the 
Author, and Printed at the Red and Gold Flower Pot, 1735, 4-5. 
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There is an important distinction between how the foot lands for this step 
and in fencing. 
 
After describing the initial position (his third), he instructs the dancer to 
put their weight on the left foot, so that they can make a cross-step with 
the right by bringing it forward. This should be done in such a way that 
the toe or “Ball of the Instep” points toward the ground, “but not so as to 
bear upon it, by Reason it will not be ready to perform the Step [lunge] 
aforesaid.” (65) All of this is preparatory to execute the “kick” or “stamp,” 
and here Tomlinson remarks that unlike a fencer, who would likely land 
flat, the dancer lands on the heel in order to ready the next driving-step. 
The heel, he continues, is down only long enough to perform the next 
maneuver. The master provides several examples, but in each case the 
dancer, while they adopt a position similar to fencing, commences 
movement in a different way. Significantly, the extended analogy to fencing 
which Tomlinson makes in his section on the chassee refers only to the 
dancer’s version of the cross-step masters like de Liancour recommend. 
There is nothing here that touches on the lunge itself (66-70). 
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“Plate IV, Third Position.” Kellom Tomlinson, The Art of Dancing 
Explained by Reading and Figures, 1735, Google Books. This item is in the 
public domain. 

 
 
That there were explicit connections between fencing and dance, 
particularly with regard to stance or the terms for individual steps, is 
undeniable. This said, one question Pugliese bequeathed to us and which 
I attempt to address here is to what degree these two fields directly 
influenced how practitioners in each moved. In my reading the connection 
was not a shared corpus of movement however superficially similar.24 
What unites the Gaillarde and l’epée or the 17th and 18th centuries was a 
community concerned with refinement, both for its own sake and as a 
badge identifying the individual as belonging to elite society. It is not an 
accident that the reverence one offered before a dance and the salute fencers 
tendered one another looked similar—both were methods by which this 
same community showed respect before engaging in social behavior in 
some ways unique to their position.25  
 
However, the gentleman about to make a pas de Sissone at court and the 
nervous man in the field about to fight a duel, once that initial performance 
of respect was made, set about moving differently. It is not just terrain, but 
purpose. That same duelist may have been an excellent dancer and may 
have moved with more grace than his opponent, but the footwork he relied 
on was far simpler, circumspect, and executed in shorter compass than the 
dancer. Comparing the sections on footwork in a fencing treatise with 

                                                           
24 There are a number of  terms used in both ballet and fencing, however, they do not denote the 

same actions. Among them, allongé, battement, coupé, croisé, dégagé, glissade, line, passé, preparation, and 

retire stand out, and while possible, even likely these terms were first employed by masters familiar 

with both disciplines, their use is specific to each activity. 

25 For an excellent discussion of  fencing and courtly arts see Ashley L. Cohen, “Fencing and the 

Market in Aristocratic Masculinity,” Sporting Cultures 1650-1850, edited by Daniel O’Quinn and 

Alexis Tadié (Toronto, CN: University of  Toronto Press, 2018), 66-90. Of  note, fencing masters 

could refer to the salute as reverence as well; cf, Le Perche du Coudray, L’Exercise des armes (Paris: 

1750), plate 2, page 17 in the pdf  available via Biblioteca de la Univeridad Polltécnica Madrid, 

España. 
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works like that of Rameau or E. Pemberton’s An Essay on the Improvement of 
Dancing will demonstrate quickly how different these requirements were.26 
 
Put another way, while dancing may have influenced how a fencer moved 
and vice versa, that is not the same thing as the respective fields sharing as 
a system of movement. Pugliese anticipated this notion and makes much 
the same conclusion: 

 
A more general argument for the parallel study of fencing and 
dancing is that in many periods, the same gentlemen who would 
be learning the one activity, would also be receiving daily 
instruction in the other. If the movement styles in these two 
activities were grossly different, these gentlemen would be faced 
with the huge challenge of changing the basic kinesthetic 
elements of how they move. It is difficult to imagine that the 
strength, sense of distance, timing, balance, overall posture and 
style of movement acquired with sword in hand would not affect 
the same gentleman’s posture and movement style on the dance 
floor.27 

 
It is extremely likely that dance and fencing imparted a certain refinement 

in a man’s movement; they do today. Long study, frequent opportunities 

to practice, and the social need to do well while looking both nonchalant 

and as natural as possible were all important motivators.28 However, for all 

the shared importance placed on grace, for all the parallels in certain 

stances, and despite the importance of tempo and measure in both, dance 

and fencing are different pursuits, the one a delicate choreography, the 

other an ever changing set of positions (however technical and polished) 

to avoid harm to oneself and inflict it upon another. Psychologically and 

physically, they are worlds apart. 

                                                           
26 See E. Pemberton, An Essay for the Improvement of  Dancing (London: 1711). This work is more a 

collection of  charts with complicated dance notation than essay, but is perhaps more illustrative 

of  the point because of  it. 

27 Pugliese, “Parallels Between Fencing and Dancing,” 3. 
28 Judy Smith, “The Art of Good Dancing—Noble Birth and Skilled Nonchalance: England 1580-
1630,” DHDS 2: 5 (1986/1987), 31-32. 
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EQUITATION 

Equitation, though cited with reference to the demi-pointe lunge, is less 
often explained. Few fencers today study both and those that do who are 
concerned with their respective histories are even fewer. This period, 
however, was awash in works on horses and horsemanship. Many 18th 
century works on the topic per se were military.29 A number of other works 
were in circulation, from The Farrier's and Horseman's Dictionary (1726) to 
multi-volume histories such as P. Gabriel Fabricy's Recherches sur l'Epoque de 
l'Equitation et de l'Usage des Chars Equestres (1764) and Richard Berenger's 
History and Art of Horsemanship (1771).30 Pride of place, however, belonged 
to the works for cavalry, chief among which in English was the excellent 
work by Henry, Earl of Pembroke, Military Equitation (1778).31 

 
The association between fencing masters and horsemanship is perhaps 
best demonstrated in English language works by Sir William Hope. His 
edition of the renowned French work by Jacques, Sieur de Solleysel, to 
which he added additional material, was published in 1711 and again in 
1729.32 Each of these works is concerned primarily with how to select, 

                                                           
29 There are a number of  works for cavalry. For this period, one of  the more important was that 

of  La Marchant. See Major-General John Gaspard Le Marchant, Rules and Regulations for the Sword 

Exercise of  the Cavalry, London, UK: War Office, 1796.  

30 N. B. Philippos (pseud.), The Farrier's and Horseman's Dictionary, Being a Compleat System of  

Horsemanship, London, GB: Printed for J. Darbey, et al, 1726; Thomas Wallis, The Farrier's and 

Horseman's Complete Dictionary, London, GB: W. Owen, 1759, was an updated, and arguably 

superior version; P. Gabriel Fabricy's Recherches sur l'Epoque de l'Equitation et de l'Usage des Chars 

Equestres, Marseille, FR: Chez Jean Mossy, 1764, 2 vols.; Richard Berenger, The History and Art of  

Horsemanship, London, GB: T. Davies, 1771, 2 Vols. See also J. L. Jackson, The Art of  Riding, Or, 

Horsemanship Made Easy, London, GB: Printed for A. Cooke, 1765. 

31 Henry, Earl of  Pembroke, Military Equitation: Or, A Method of  Breaking Horses and Teaching Soldiers 

to Ride, London, GB: E. Easton, 3rd Ed., 1778. See also Capt. L. Neville, A Treatise on the Discipline 

of  Light Cavalry, London, GB: T. Egerton, 1796; Capt. Robert Hinde, The Discipline of  the Light 

Horse, London, GB: W. Owen, 1778. Issues around the moral question of  fox hunting aside, 

"Drawing Covert," a blog managed by The National Sporting Library & Museum, Middleburg, 

Virginia, USA, is a useful resource for period works, among many others, on equitation. See 

https://nslmblog.wordpress.com/2018/01/30/18th-century-military-equitation/. 

32 See Jacques de Solleysel, The Compleat Horseman: Or, Perfect Farrier in Two Parts, Ed. Sir William 

Hope, London, GB: Printed for R. Bonwicke et al., 1711 (the 1729 was printed in London as well 

for J. Walthoe, et al.); Hope was also one of  the editors of  The Farrier's Dispensatory: In Three Parts, 

Containing First a Description of  the Medicinal Simples Commonly Made use of  in the Diseases of  Horses, etc., 

London, GB: Printed for J. Osborn and T. Longman, 1729; for an edition of  the Sieur de 

https://nslmblog.wordpress.com/2018/01/30/18th-century-military-equitation/
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break, care for, and maintain the health of, or treat illness, in horses. The 
instructions for riding cover everything, from how to mount and 
dismount, to how to perform the more intricate turns required especially 
of military horsemen. Though he did not pen any book on equitation, 
Domenico Angelo is likewise another example of the association between 
riding and fencing. Angelo initially sought to teach equitation, but found 
better success as a fencing master via his connections to the crown and 
noble families.33 
  
Naturally, having a "good seat" was important too if the desired grace was 
less emphasized perhaps than we see in works on dance or oratory. This 
said, we see the same concern for avoiding looking ridiculous that we do 
in Tomlinson or Austin. A perfect example is the Earl of Pembroke's 
discussion of the "absurdity" of placing the inexperienced in the saddle. 
The Earl waxes at some length at the various machinations such a rider 
makes to stay in the saddle: 
 

In such a distasteful state he is forced to keep himself on at any 
rate, by holding to the bridle, (at the expense of sensibility both 
of his own hand, and the horse's mouth) and by clinging with his 
legs, in danger of his life, and to the certain depravation of a right 
feeling in the horse;--a thing absolutely necessary to be kept 
delicate, for the forming properly both of man and horse; not to 
mention the horrid appearance of such a figure, rendered totally 
incapable of use and action.34 

 
One of the more charming aspects of the Earl's approach is that he married 
a concern with elegance with respect for man and beast. Among other 
admonitions, he advises riding masters to let the "same gentleness, that is 

                                                           

Solleysel's book, Le parfait mareschal qui enseigne a connoistre la beauté, la bonté et les defauts des chevaux les 

signes & les causes de maladies, Paris, FR: Chez Gervais Clouzier, 1675. 

33 See J. D. Aylward, The House of  Angelo: A Dynasty of  Swordsmen, London, UK: Batchworth Press, 

1953; Jeanette Acosta-Martinez, "Domenico Angelo in History," in The Fight Master 28: 2 

(Fall/Winter 2005): 12-15; see also Henry Angelo, Reminiscences of  Henry Angelo, London, UK: 

Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1830. 

34 Earl of  Pembroke, Military Equitation, 7. For similar examples see Berenger, Vol 2, 3; Jackson, iv, 

7ff. 
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used in teaching the horses, be observed likewise in teaching the men."35 
As with dance and oratory, however, the concern these authors—even 
those who were also fencing masters—display in these works on 
horsemanship is riding. While they discuss how to break or exercise horses 
while one is on foot, the focus is how to ride, a skill that requires a different 
use of the limbs. 

 
Fencing masters owed their first duty to teaching their students how to 
stay alive sword in hand. Elegance, should a fencer develop it, was a lovely 
side-effect, and served well as yet another inducement to hire a master, but 
the concern for deportment was, initially at least, secondary.36 Thus, 
training in fencing while it shared an interest in grace and poise did not 
share the same demands in movement. Put another way, to argue that 
because both fencing and these other pursuits are similarly concerned with 
grace and poise that they must share the same movement does not follow. 
A rider may keep their heels down in the stirrups, but it is difficult to retreat 
from a foe that way; a fencer may lunge at an opponent, but it would be 
untoward against a dance partner; a ballet dancer may pirouette before the 
footlights, but the same action will not help one remain in the saddle facing 
an ascending oxer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

First, there is no explicit or implicit connection between the footwork in 
smallsword treatises and then contemporary works on deportment or 
dance to suggest they shared a system of movement. Second, even where 
there are direct mentions, such as the pre-guard stance in McAthur’s The 
Army and Navy Gentleman’s Companion, the point of contact is a ready 
position, not how one moves when fighting. Key works on dance of the 
time work the same way. Tomlinson mentions the guard position in 
fencing to explain a particular step in much the same manner McArthur 
uses dance (64). The similarities in the salute of a fencer and the reverence of 
a dancer is less surprising when considering the purpose of each action—
to show respect—and the fact it was normally made only with peers or in 

                                                           
35 Earl of  Pembroke, 6. 

36 As a corollary to this study I’ve been examining the shift from works on fencing for defense to 

what we might call more academic works concerned with salle fencing. 
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deference to one’s superiors. The connection between fencing, dance, 
deportment, and other refined pursuits rests in the concern for manners 
and breeding that set elite society apart in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
Arguably, as smallsword transformed into foil as exercise and art the 
connections with dance may have increased, but this is a different line of 
inquiry and one I have not covered here. 
 
Context is everything. We are fortunate to possess the wide variety of 
sources we have for Early Modern fencing. Works on deportment, oratory, 
or dance can help us get into the values and worldview of people of the 
time. We must, however, exercise caution in how we use these sources, 
paying attention not only to similarities, but also—and in this case more 
importantly—to differences. Even though masters and students believed that 
one could improve deportment and poise via fencing, the requirements of 
a fencer were different than those of a dancer. So, while we can examine 
them together to gain a sense of Enlightenment era notions of manners 
and refinement, and while we can certainly conclude that some fencers 
were particularly graceful from all that training, we cannot assume that they 
used the same methods of comportment. Even the various sword-dances 
reflect the influence of fencing on dance, not the other way round. 
 
Secondly, every fencer must exercise caution when analyzing pictorial 
evidence in attempting to reconstruct past fencing systems. The early 
students who misread Capo Ferro and other rapier treatises, and who likely 
influenced smallsword researchers, focused too much on the image and 
not enough on what the author said about it. It is possible too, moreover, 
that exposure to the demi-pointe lunge theory led later researchers to 
apply, however unwittingly, confirmation bias; that is that theorists read 
looking for support for what they already believed to be true, and so 
ignored or missed what did not fit that belief. Images are powerful, and in 
our time we often rely on them in a far more consistent, one-to-one 
relationship vis-à-vis reality than people did in the past. Photographic 
realism itself is prone to manipulation, but while we may be more ready to 
assume realism now, we should not assign this same assumption to people 
two or three-hundred years ago. The sometimes-dizzying collection of 
information in a single plate by Tomlinson, the notation in Feuillet or 
Rameau, or the plates within de la Touche ought to give any reader pause. 
We must be careful in our use of these images and be sensitive to the 
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nuances in how people over time have used and made sense of them. Were 
these same illustrations are explained by text we ignore the latter to our 
peril. 
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